
What are people saying? I had a shipment for a medical unit that was super 
urgent. Airspace picked up, and (were) delivering 
within 30 minutes!! Excellent service! 

- Airspace customer

Airspace Technologies is a provider of time-sensitive, technology-
enabled logistics intended to eliminate the transparency issues 
and challenges facing organisations today. From shipping 
transplant organs to hard aircraft parts that can cause delays 
across the nation, we focus on providing time-critical, on-demand 
shipments. Our company key features include automatic quoting, 
routing, and tracking across a global courier network through next 
flight out, hand carry, international shipping, provision for 
dangerous goods, and charter services. These features enable 
customers to get their goods delivered as fast as possible without 
any hassle. 

Who we are
The Airspace platform provides customers with direct visibility to the 
driver throughout the entire delivery process while providing 
stakeholders with notifications based on location, status, and ETA. 
Because Airspace works directly with independent contractor drivers, 
they are paid premium rates and in turn provide a best in class 
experience on every shipment. 

Key benefits are: 
Faster order entry
1 minute to route and quote nationwide  deliveries with 1 click order 
placement
Automatic dispatch
Dispatch experienced, compliant drivers  nationwide in less than 2 
minutes
Track your shipment
Track your shipment down to a 3-foot radius throughout the delivery 
process

Our advantage
At Airspace Technologies, we’ve changed how logistics works. 
Airspace streamlined the transportation process  by adding 
technology to an antiquated industry. We provide shippers direct 
access to experienced, compliant drivers creating a transparent 
marketplace for real-time, critical shipping .Through an Uber-like 
app shippers can search for and book exact quotes in real-time, 
sorting by speed or cost. Shipping routes include facility-to-airport, 
airport-to-airport, and airport-to-destination segments, with 
ground transportation provided by Airspace drivers (Commanders) 
or external agencies (Agents) when Commanders are unavailable. 
Air transportation is provided by partner airlines seeking to fill their 
cargo bay in the belly of their aircraft. 

How does our solution work?
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